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I  help Black Entrepreneurs have a better
quality of life by helping them implement
strategies & systems. When entrepreneurs
have strategies & systems in place they can
experience more time and money.

My signature 30-Day Pivot 2 Profit formula
boosts confidence & clarity.  Its help
entrepreneurs reduce the timeline of
execution. 

You have had success thus far.  Now, its
time to get all the God wants you to have
by improving the way your business serves
others & yourself. I am excited that you are
ready to embark on this 30-Day journey of
pivoting your business so you ultimately
have more time and money.

Welcome!
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You are welcome to print   of this document for your personal use.  Other than that, no part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as permitted under Section 107
or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior written permission of the
author.Requests to the author and publisher for permission should be addressed to the following
email: tuk42329@temple.edu

Limitation of liability/disclaimer of warranty:  While the publisher and author have used their best
efforts in preparing this guide and workbook, they make no representations or warranties with respect
to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this document and specifically disclaim any implied
warranties of merchantability or fitness for particular purpose. No warranty may be created or
extended by sales representatives, promoters, or written sales materials.
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Mindset
What is one thing that is holding you back internally?Remember you are the only person
seeing this.

What is one negative thing you say about yourself?

How can you switch or change the above statement to something positive?

Write your top 3 biggest fears.

Now that you have written your fears

Before we do anything in our life we must adapt the proper mindset to get it done.
Mindset is everything.  If we don't address our mindset it will always be the hurdle
that stops us from progressing in life.  These questions are tailored to help you
pause to think about what you are thinking about and help you shift the narrative
you tell yourself.
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I am most powerful when...

I am {name 3 strong, positive adjectives}.

I affirm that I will {list a goal with a completion date}.

Write one from scratch.

Affirmations
Now that we have identified where we are
getting in our own way let's affirm who we
are and where we are going.  Use the
prompts below to think of something
positive.  Then write the  complete
sentence below in the box. Next hang them
up or put them as your lockscreen on your
phone.

I let {put a noun or action verb} flow to me freely.
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What problems do your clients/customers face? Include professional, spiritual, financial
& relational.

Everything ends and begins with the customer.  When you want to implement a
new strategy it's imperative that you keep the customer in mind.  Any time you are

looking to improve your business or innovate your business the customer will
always provide the direction.  If you haven't already create a system to get the

feedback and testimonials from clients/customers.  
When introducing a new product or service get feedback, always!

Which problems do you currently solve? Next, identify problems that you could potentially
solve.  This step can identify a way to do something better or do something new.

List words that describe how your client/customer feels when their needs aren't met and
problems not solved.  *This will be the language you use in your content

Target Market
Everything ends and begins with the customer.  When you want to implement a

new strategy it's imperative that you keep the customer in mind.  Any time you are
looking to improve your business or innovate your business the customer will
always provide the direction.  If you haven't already create a system to get the

feedback and testimonials from clients/customers.  
When introducing a new product or service get feedback, always!
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Top 10 Things to
Innovate

When it comes to pivoting your business the possibilities are
endless.  Most companies enhance their business by
improving in at least 3 or more of categories below.  Read each
category and think about it for a second.  If you feel like this
area needs to be enhanced ir change circle Yes. For the ones
you answered yes to be sure to brainstorm ideas on the
following page. 

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE-Distinguishing features and
functionality. For example, Rolex with internal functions of watch.

PRODUCT SYSTEM- Complementary products and
services. For example, how Nike+ parlayed shoes,
sensors, apps and devices into a sport lifestyle suite.

SERVICE- Support and enhancements that surround
your offerings. For example, Zappos and thier infamous
customer service.

CHANNEL- How your offerings are delivered to
customers and users. For example, Peloton.

BRAND- Representation of your offerings and business. For
example, how Virgin extends its brand into sectors ranging from
soft drinks to space travel.

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT- Distinctive interactions you foster
For example, how Wii’s experience draws more from the
interactions in the room than on-screen. 

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

STRUCTURE-For example, how Whole Foods has
built a robust feedback system for internal teams.

YES NO
PROCESS- Signature way you perform work or methods.
For example, Rolls Royce with 6-month assembly time.

YES NO

NETWORK- Connection with others to create value. For
example, how high-end designer collaborate w/ Target. 

YES NO

PROFIT MODEL- The way you make money.
For example, subscription services and Netflix.

YES NO
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Brainstorm Use this area to brainstorm ideas you
thought about from the page  before and
the Customer Journey page.
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Pillars of Strategy

Identify Reason for Strategy

Before we start building we must lay the
foundation of the strategy.  We must dig
and build deep.  Go through the next
questions carefully.  Be sure to reference
previous pages.

Outline 1-3 Goals You Want to Accomplish by Implementing the Strategy

Identify Reason for Strategy

Identify Customer Needs & Wants

Identify Parts of the Strategy you can execute & parts you need help with

Outline 1-3 Goals You Want to Accomplish by Implementing the Strategy

Identify Customer Needs & Wants

Identify Parts of the Strategy you can execute & parts you need help with

Before we start building we must lay the
foundation of the strategy.  We must dig
and build deep.  Go through the next
questions carefully.  Be sure to reference
previous pages.
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30 DAYS

Next identify the time you need or want to take to implement the strategy. I suggest
breaking it down into 30 day blocks. However, it can be more or less like bi-weekly
or 60 days block.  Now place steps from the previous page into the boxes below. 

 Make sure to list any other small steps that must be accomplished. In the 4th block
list any resources you will need ie. people, programs, other businesses. 

The Strategy

60 DAYS

90 DAYS

Next identify the time you need or want to take to implement the strategy. I suggest
breaking it down into 30 day blocks. However, it can be more or less like bi-weekly
or 60 days block.  Now place steps from the previous page into the boxes below. 

 Make sure to list any other small steps that must be accomplished. In the 4th block
list any resources you will need ie. people, programs, other businesses. 

RESOURCES
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Action Plan

GOAL 1: 

MONTH:

STEPS TO REACH MY GOALS: DEADLINE:

POSITIVE AFFIRMATION ABOUT GOAL

MY REWARD FOR REACHING THIS GOAL:



Book your 1-1
Pivot 2 Profit Session!

It's time to get clear on the direction of your
bussiness so you can have increased

confidence, time and money.

SCHEDULE DISCOVERY
CALL NOW!


